


A home is more than just a space ...

5380 Emperadoro ™



Nature Perfected Composed of 93% natural quartz, one of nature’s strongest minerals, 
Caesarstone is resistant to stains, scratches, most household chemicals, and moderate heat.
Our firm dedication to quality has earned us ISO 9001 certification.

High Style, Low Maintenance Caesarstone never needs sealing, and its hard, nonporous 
surface makes cleaning simple. In most cases, soap and water or a mild detergent is all
that is required to keep your countertop looking like new.

Colors That Captivate Caesarstone’s innovative development team continually creates
breakthrough color and quartz designs that influence trends and inspire creative applications.

Look and Feel Caesarstone quartz surfaces retain the cool, tactile qualities of natural stone, 
with aggregates ranging from fine to coarse-grained color blends for varied visual texture. 
Expand the design possibilities even further with our three finishes: polished, honed (matte) 
and embossed texture.

Environment First From investing in recycling technologies in our manufacturing plants to 
embracing environmentally sensitive suppliers, Caesarstone seeks to protect both the 
well-being of our customers and our environment.

Residential Lifetime Warranty* The first of its kind, covering your surface for as long as 
you own your home.

Find Out More To obtain further information about Caesarstone quartz surfaces, order 
samples, and find an authorized dealer near you, please visit our website at
www.caesarstoneus.com.

* Some restrictions apply. Copies of our Residential Lifetime Warranty are available on our website.

Caesarstone - Built perfectly for innovation
 Caesarstone® Granite Laminate Solid Surface

Scratch Resistant 

Stain Resistant 

Crack Resistant 

Heat Resistant 

Resistant to Common Household Cleansers 

Low Maintenance 

Nonabsorbent and Nonporous 

Mold and Mildew Resistant 

Color Consistency 

Residential Lifetime Warranty 



5003 Piatra Grey ™



  it’s a place where you can be
      yourself, and express who you are.



Exceptional Designs, Superb Quality

5220 Dreamy Marfil ™



The underside of every Caesarstone   slab is uniquely stamped with identification 
information establishing authenticity.

Nonporous, waterproof, mold and mildew resistant, Caesarstone    quartz 
surfaces are ideal for kitchen backsplash and bathroom wall linings. Large slabs 
provide a sleek and modern aesthetic, minimizing seam and maintenance.  

Edge Profiles

Caesarstone   Slab ID®

®

Wall Linings

®

The unique properties and durability of Caesarstone quartz surfaces allow for a 
wide range of edge-profile design options. Many edge profiles are possible, from 
a standard edge to laminated or mitered edges which create the appearance of a 
thicker slab. All edge details should have a minimum 1/8” radius on any profile, 
for both top and bottom edges. For high-traffic areas, 1/4” minimum radius is 
suggested.

Standard Pencil Edge
with 3mm radius

Mitered 
Apron



Organic White                           4600 Nougat                                       6600Misty Carrera *                         4141 Quartz Reflections *                7141

Eggshell                                     3141Ocean Foam                              6141Blizzard                                      2141 Pure White                                1141

London Grey                            5000 Belgian Moon                           4100 Atlantic Salt                               6270Frosty Carrina                            5141

Cinder                                        2020 Carbone *                                  7150 Smoky Ash *                              6140Haze                                           2030

*  Available in Honed Finish                                       *  Contains Recycled Content
     Requires more maintenance than our polished finishes

5000 London Grey ©

5220 Dreamy Marfil ™

NEW

NEWNEW



Emperadoro                             5380

Late Autumn                             6380

Lagos Blue                                 4350

Espresso                                     3380

Wild Rice                                   4360

Wild Rocks                                 6250

Dreamy Marfil                           5220

Baja                                            3200

Raven                                         4120

Ginger                                        4330

Red Shimmer                            3452

Mocha                                        2370

Piatra Grey                               5003 Absolute Noir                           6100

Buttermilk                                 4220

Desert Limestone *                   2200

Shitake                                       4230 Linen                                          2230

Pebble *                                     4030 Concrete                                    2003 Jet Black                                   3100

Chocolate Truffle *                   6350Oyster                                        9601

Apple Martini                           2710

Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW





Express yourself – with Caesarstone you can.

5000 London Grey ™



Blizzard 2141

White Crocodile 2141C



A Visual and Tactile Experience

Caesarstone proudly presents Motivo™ — the world’s first quartz surface with an 
embossed, textured look and feel. Using a brilliant, patented new technology to apply 
an embossed effect to a range of surfaces, Motivo makes a stylish statement with its 
pattern-designed finishes; Lace and Crocodile.

Motivo opens up a world of inspiration and imagination by delivering endless creative 
options for stunning spaces.

Magnificently Versatile

As with all Caesarstone quartz surfaces, Motivo is nonporous, easy to care for, and 
appropriate for numerous applications, including wall paneling, custom-made furniture,
kitchen countertops, vanity tops, and more.

Find Out More

For information about Caesarstone’s Motivo Collection, please visit our website 
at www.caesarstoneus.com.

Look and Feel

Motivo Collection

Black Crocodile                       3100CLace                                          2141L White Crocodile                      2141C

Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.



Black Knight 1620

A look that is truly your own



Create a look that is truly your own. Your home is a place to feel free to release your inner 
designer. Supremo™, our latest collection, will turn your vision into reality. Just like an original 
work of art, every Supremo™ slab is one of a kind – a quartz surface that will take your 
interior decor to a whole new level. 

Mirroring nature’s endless diversity, each slab varies in color and pattern. Innovative technology 
creates a unique product that differs from any other quartz collection. With a little imagination 
and flair, you can create any effect you want – in the bathroom, kitchen, or living 
area – and achieve a designer look that reflects your personality and captures your spirit.

One of a Kind 

Eight Unique Color Designs
Supremo™ comes in eight elegant and stylish colors. From light and delicate to dark and 
contemporary, there is bound to be a shade to suit you. With Supremo™, you put your 
unique stamp on any room, and create an interior finish strikingly different from any other. 
Create a look that is truly your own. The Supremo™ collection is suitable for all applications, 
from kitchen countertops and backsplashes to wall paneling, vanity tops and even
custom-made furniture. 

Ocean Palace                             1550Fair Lady                 1650 Black Knight                              1620

Shining Armor                           1050 Maharaja                                    1350 Swan Lake                                 1600

Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.

Queen of Hearts                        1420

Queen of Sheba                        1150



Some photos used in this brochure depict creative applications 
that may not be covered by Caesarstone’s Residential Lifetime 
Warranty. Please refer to your fabricator and our warranty 
guidelines for further details.

T 877 9QUARTZ (978-2789)
F 818 779 0099

info@caesarstoneus.com

www.caesarstoneus.com

© Copyright Caesarstone 2013. 
Caesarstone   is a registered trademark.
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www.interiorcollective.com


